MI’KMAW ETHICS WATCH
MI’KMAW RESEARCH PRINCIPLES AND PROTOCOLS
CONDUCTING RESEARCH WITH AND/OR AMONG MI’KMAW PEOPLE

Background
Wla wjit Mi’kmaq kisutmi’tij Sante’ Mawio’mi 1999 ek. Wla nekmokw Sante’
Mawio’mi ika’lapni maw ni’kmnew koqoey.
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Nike’ wla Nipniku’s 11, 2000 na elkitmi’tij Eskinuapimk ta’n kisutaq Sante’ Mawio’mi
wjit Mi’kmaq. Wla nike’ ninen ewikasultiek kisi-te’tmek tlwisin
“Ethics” Eskinuapimk weja’tekemk na tlwi’tisnen “Ethics” Eskinuapimk.
A Mi’kmaw Ethics Committee has been appointed by the Sante’ Mawio’mi (Grand
Council) to establish a set of principles and protocols that will protect the integrity
and cultural knowledge of the Mi’kmaw people. These principles and protocols are
intended to guide research and studies in a manner that will guarantee that the
right of ownership rests with the various Mi’kmaw communities. These principles
and protocols will guarantee only the highest standards of research. Interpretation
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and conclusions drawn from the research will be subject to approval to ensure
accuracy and cultural sensitivity.
At Chapel Island on July 25, 1999, the Sante’ Mawio’mi established a committee to
study and develop principles and guidelines to protect Mi’kmaq peoples and their
knowledge. The committee studied the issues involved in research among
Indigenous peoples, and developed a set of standards so that Mi’kmaw people
might be informed of research – its benefits and costs, be treated fairly and ethically
in their participation in any research, and have an opportunity to benefit and gain
from any research conducted among them. These principles and guidelines are now
being disseminated broadly to each of the Mi’kmaw communities for their review,
discussion, and ratification.

Principles
Mi’kmaw people are the guardians and interpreters of their culture and knowledge
system – past, present, and future.
Mi’kmaw knowledge, culture, and arts, are inextricably connected with their
traditional lands, districts, and territories.
Mi’kmaw people have the right and obligation to exercise control to protect their
cultural and intellectual properties and knowledge.
Mi’kmaw knowledge is collectively owned, discovered, used, and taught and so also
must be collectively guarded by appropriate delegated or appointed collective(s)
who will oversee these guidelines and process research proposals.
Each community shall have knowledge and control over their own community
knowledge and shall negotiate locally respecting levels of authority.

Mi’kmaw knowledge may have traditional owners involving individuals, families,
clans, associations, and societies which must be determined in accordance with
these peoples’ own customs, laws, and procedures.
Any research, study, or inquiry into the collective Mi’kmaw knowledge, culture, arts,
or spirituality which involves partnerships in research shall be reviewed by the
Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch. (Partnerships shall include any of the following: researchers,
members of a research team, research subjects, sources of information, users of
completed research, clients, funders, or license holders.)
The Sante’ Mawio’mi is the authorized body of the Mi’kmaq people and thus has to
delegate authority as to how the Watch is composed.
All research, study, or inquiry into Mi’kmaw knowledge, culture, and traditions
involving any research partners belongs to the community and must be returned to
that community.
The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch (Committee, etc.) shall conduct a fair and timely review of
all research conducted among Mi’kmaw people and shall maintain control over all
research processes.

Obligations and Protocols
For researchers/students/agencies/organizations/corporations conducting research
involving Mi’kmaw people and whose research/inquiry enters the public domain
(theses, dissertations, published journals, books, technical reports):
All research on the Mi’kmaq is to be approached as a negotiated partnership, taking
into account all the interests of those who live in the community(ies). Participants
shall be recognized and treated as equals in the research done instead of as
“informants” or “subjects”.

All research partners must show respect for language, traditions, standards of the
communities, and for the highest standards of scholarly research.
All research scholars shall assume responsibility to learn the protocols and traditions
of the local people with whom they do research and to be knowledgeable and
sensitive to cultural practices and issues that ensure respect and accommodation to
local norms.
All research partners shall provide descriptions of research processes in the
participant’s own language (written and oral) which shall include detailed
explanations of usefulness of study, potential benefits and possible harmful effects
on individuals, groups and the environment. Researchers must clearly identify
sponsors, purposes of the research, sources of financial support and investigators for
the research (scholarly and corporate), tasks to be performed, information requested
from Mi’kmaw people, participatory research processes, the publication plans for the
results, and anticipated royalties for the research. All consent disclosures shall be
written in both Mi’kmaq and English, depending on the community norms. No
coercion, constraint, or undue inducements shall be used to obtain consent. All
individuals and communities have the right to decline or withdraw from participating
at any time without penalties.
All research involving children (under the age of 14) or information obtained about
personal histories of children will involve informed consent of parents or guardians.
All research partners shall inform participants in their own language about the use
of data gathering devices – tape, video recordings, photos, physiological
measurements, and how data will be used. They shall also provide information on
the anonymity or confidentiality of their participation, and if not possible, to inform
the participant that anonymity is not possible. Participants shall be informed of
possible consequences of their choice to remain in the research and their rights to
withdraw consent or participation in the research at any time.

All research partners shall provide each person or partner involved in the research
with information regarding the anticipated risks involved in their participation, and
any anticipated benefits.
All research partners must be duly informed of each research step along the way
and be provided with information about the research process and the distribution of
results and information.
All research partners should attempt to impart new skills into the community, e.g.
data collection, whenever possible, advisable or desirable by the community.
All research scholars shall invite Mi’kmaw participation in the interpretation and/or
review of any conclusions drawn from the research to ensure accuracy and sensitivity
of interpretation.
All research scholars should consider a variety of research processes, including
qualitative and participatory research methods and move beyond the dominant
quantitative methods to empower indigenous voice and skills.

Mi’kmawey L’nui Skmaqn (Obligations for Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch)
These principles have been initiated by the Sante’ Mawio’mi:
The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch shall come from local community representatives
authorized to review ethic principles, standards, protocols, practices of research
conducted, knowledge, and heritage.
Each community shall decide levels of authority locally, and who shall speak for the
community.
Members of the Watch shall work collaboratively to avoid misuse of information
supplied by individuals without permission of the community.

The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch shall operate on the basis of self-determination of each
community and consider the risks and benefits of research and the rights of
individuals and collectives to be recognized and protected.
The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch shall consider the credentials and intentions of each
research project, its sensitivity to Mi’kmaw culture and heritage, and consider how
the research can benefit the community.
The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch shall consider problems surrounding the purchase or
publication of private materials and removal of artifacts. Private papers,
photographs, or artistic productions are protected under copyright. One cannot
legally cite, reproduce, publish, refer to, or distribute, documents without permission,
from the authors, heirs, or institutions that hold copyright.
Any research involving collection of human genes, Mi’kmaw genetic material, or
involving the Human Genome Diversity Project shall be rejected or considered only
as to its benefits to the Mi’kmaq.
The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch shall increase efforts to educate each community and its
individuals to the issues, concerns, benefits, and risks of research involving Mi’kmaq
people, heritage, environment, and promote ethical conduct and conformity
concerning protocols and guidelines for doing research in and about indigenous
peoples with some kind of disciplinary action against those who do not comply.
The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch shall consider the context of the research being
requested and the issues of power and control that influence research topics,
questions, and results.
The Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch shall encourage researchers to consult with and interpret
the research from the tribal perspective and to make research and results available
to Mi’kmaw people in their own language(s) and/or orthographies.
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